Montana Gathering of Friends (Quakers)

March 1, 2018
Dear Friends of NPYM,
Montana Quakers (Religious Society of Friends) met during the
weekend of February 23 – 25, 2018. During this meeting, our
youth felt called to bear testimony about the murder of students
like themselves in Florida. In the manner of Friends, we
adopted this Minute which is a statement of our deeply shared
beliefs and commitment that faith calls us to prevent further
gun violence.
We have urged our Congressional delegation to enact
legislation quickly that includes –
- Universal background checks on every gun purchase,
- A ban on all high-capacity weapons and ammunition
magazines, and
- A reintroduction of the assault weapons ban.
There is a time when we are called to act from the deepest
values and principles of our individual beliefs and tenets of our
faith communities. We share this Minute with you in hopes you
will act, according to your individual and your community
conscience.
In Peace,
Noorjahan Parwana
Clerk, Montana Gathering of Friends
125 West Copper St.
Butte, MT 59701
406-782-3682
nparwana@hotmail.com

Montana Gathering of Friends (MGOF)
MINUTE ON COMMUNITY VIOLENCE
February 25, 2018
We, the Montana Gathering of Friends, are heartbroken over the lives
lost at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida last
week, and the 33,000 people who lose their lives to guns each year
through suicide, spousal abuse, accidents and mass shootings. We are
heartened by young people across the country finding their voice on the
issue of gun violence with clarity about how it impacts their safety,
security, well-being and hope for the future. We empathize with the
pain and fear they feel going to school every day, with the knowledge
that the students and teachers they value in their own schools and in
schools across the country face this threat.
Though we recognize the current need for defense procedures, we hold
the belief that establishing lasting safety is more important than solely
ensuring physical defense. The idea of bringing guns into schools to
protect from shooters – who often are students themselves – is a
violence that is just as scary as the threat it’s reacting to. Our schools
are not war zones.
Our children demand that our government, school systems, and the
adults in their lives take this problem seriously and take steps to face
the root causes of violence in our society. A sense of safety needs to be
established for everyone in our schools, including and especially those
students who could potentially be violent towards themselves or others.
We support our youth in sharing their hopes and concerns. We join in
their vision of a world without a ubiquitous background of violence
where people learn how to express feelings of anger and pain
constructively. We have been numb to this need for too long. An issue
this important should not be polarizing and it should not be postponed.
We should look towards peace through compromise and engagement.
This is an issue for us to unite around in protection of the kids and
people we love.

